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Abstract: The objective of this paper is to present a system to communicate hidden information among different
users by means of images. The tasks that the system is able to carry on can be divided in two different groups
of utilities, implemented in java. The first group of utilities are related with the possibility to hide information
in color images, using a steganographic function based on the least significant bit (LSB) methods. The second
group of utilities allows us to communicate with other users with the aim to send or receive images, where some
information have been previously embedded. Thus, this is the most significant characteristic of the implementa-
tion, we have built an environment where we join the email capabilities to send and receive text and images as
attached files, with the main objective of hiding information.
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1 Introduction
The enormous progress that digital technologies have
experienced during the last decades has contributed to
popularize the use of electronic media for the trans-
mission and storage of documents, images, audio,
video and other types of information. This opens a
great and new world of communications using digital
steganography.
Steganography is the science of communicating in
a manner such that an observer would not be able to
detect that communication is occurring. Classically,
this is achieved by secretly embedding the commu-
nication within another unsuspicious communication.
Data hiding, a form of steganography, is the process
of encoding extra information in an image by mak-
ing small modifications to its pixels. So, by means of
some algorithm, we are able to embed data into digital
images for the purpose of identification, annotation,
copyright, and others. It is important to note that the
hidden data must be perceptually invisible yet robust
to common signal processing operations.
Depending on what information in which form is
hidden in the image, one can distinguish at least two
types of data hiding schemes: non-robust and robust
image watermarking. In the first one, a digital image
serves as a container for a secret message. For exam-
ple, by replacing the least significant bit (LSB) of each
pixel with an encrypted bit-stream, the changes to a
typical image will be imperceptible and the encrypted
message can be masked by some innocent looking im-
age. In the robust case, a short message (a watermark)
is embedded in the image in such a way that image is
able to survive common image processing operations,
such as lossy compression, filtering, noise adding, ge-
ometrical transformations, and so on.
Data hiding is closely related to cryptography. In
broad terms, the purpose of cryptography is to keep
messages unintelligible to those who not posses the
proper keys to recover them. But, sometimes, it may
be desirable to achieve security and privacy by mask-
ing the presence of communication. This is the main
goal addressed by steganography, as usually is named
the data hiding.
Classifications and surveys of information hiding
can be found in [1, 6]. Many different methods of
hiding information in images exists. Among these
methods we have the most used LSB or noise inser-
tions, manipulation of image and compression algo-
rithms, or modification of image properties such as
luminance. An introduction to Steganography and its
application to digital images is shown in [5]. Sev-
eral features as for example hiding capacity, robust-
ness, tamper resistance and others, characterize the
strengths and weaknesses of the methods used to em-
bed a message inside a cover. But, the relative impor-
tance of each feature depends on the application, as it
is shown in [2].
2 Basic description of our system
2.1 General overview
There are many situations in which people wish to
hide the fact that communication is taking place; oth-
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erwise, there are situations in which people need to
communicate secret or personal information. It is pos-
sible to have some situations where the exchange of
images can be exploited to include some information
inside them.
The system we discuss here is based on a set of
utilities to communicate and manage images, with the
possibility to hide information on them. In any mo-
ment, it is possible to recover or delete the informa-
tion previously hidden. When saying communicate
images we mean that we can send and receive images
by means of the implemented utilities that we will de-
scribe more in detail later. This constitutes the most
remarkable feature of it: we do not need to close the
program and open our email program to perform the
communications. All these features are integrated in
our system. So, the specific structure and functions of
the system allows different users to be in touch send-
ing and receiving images with embedded information.
Thus, all the communications can be realized in real
time. The only requisite is that all the users must use
the same program.
This system works with two images formats, GIF
and JPG. The core of it is the implementation of five
utilities which permit us to communicate with other
people throughout the email in an efficient way, since
the email capabilities are integrated in it. Conse-
quently, we will not use any specific email program.
The only thing we have to configure initially is the
host of our machine and, when the different options
are used, the program asks for us to configure the
email addresses of the sender and the receiver.
Another characteristic we must point out is that
the system is prepared to work with different operat-
ing systems, as for example windows and linux.
Once the program is installed and executed, we
have to introduce a password as a security mechanism.
Then, we get a screen like the one shown in Fig. 1,
which is going to be our reference to briefly explain
the features of the system.
In the screen shown in Fig. 1 we observe the dif-
ferent elements and options of the system. We enu-
merate them right now.
1. A text menu with all the utilities that have been
implemented (top).
2. A tools bar, with the most used utilities (down
the text menu).
3. A main area or working area where the image
we are working is shown.
4. An area (right up panel), where we can select
the action we want to execute. In the case that
we want to hide information in a previously
opened image, we can type in this area the in-
formation we are going to hide and, afterwards,
we can execute the action.
5. An area (right down panel), with the email ca-
pabilities. In this area we observe the five email
utilities related with the possibility to send and
receive images with some information embed-
ded on them. When we press the execute action,
only the selected utilities are considered.
6. A dialog window with the user (bottom). In
this window, the user is informed about the per-
formed operations and the utilities we are devel-
oping at the moment, as well as the errors that
have been produced.
7. Action bar of the program.
We wish to emphasize that this system allows us to
start up communication with one or more users at the
same time. We mean that, although we can only send
images to an individual user, we can receive images
from different users and some usual options give us
the possibility to store them in our hard disk. There-
fore, we can create our data base of images with re-
ceived images or suitable ones for sending. As we will
see later, an option to open the last image received is
available.
2.2 The set of utilities
As we can deduce from the brief enumeration of the
parts of the program in Section 2.1, the system has
been implemented with the objective of giving an an-
swer to two different motivations. First, the imple-
mentation of some functions offering us the opportu-
nity to hide information in color images. Last, but not
least, the possibility to send and receive information
in images in a simple way using email.
First objective is closely related with steganog-
raphy techniques. Three utilities have been imple-
mented to accomplish the objective of embedding in-
formation in color images. These are
• hiding information,
• recover information,
• eliminate information.
When pressing the utility hiding information, a di-
alog box is opened and we can write the information
or data we want to hide. Then, the information is hid-
den and a confirmation message appear in the dialog
Figure 1: Initial screen of the program.
window. If some error is produced, an alert message
appear in the dialog window. The utility recover in-
formation permits us to recover the information from
the image in the working area. As same as before, a
message with the confirmation is shown in the dialog
window. Last, the utility eliminate information allows
us to eliminate the hidden information from an image
we have already received and read.
The steganographic framework used to implement
these options is TRex Steganography 0.9.7, which
author is Bastian Friedrich (see www.bastian
-friedrich.de/study/trex/ for a detailed
description of the different features of the function).
The core of this function is the encryption and decryp-
tion algorithms which allow us to load pictures and
hide data in them. As we know, many steganographic
algorithms change the histogram of a picture, that is,
the distribution of color shares in it. This function per-
mits to make comparisons between the original pic-
ture and the picture containing the hidden data. Then,
a differential picture is shown, visualizing the pixel
differences. This feature is not used in our implemen-
tation. TRex has been implemented in Java 1.4, there-
fore, it will not run when using earlier versions.
Now, we briefly revise the algorithms imple-
mented in the function. TRex only implements the
LSB algorithm, which hides one bit of data in the least
significant bit of each color channel. If we work with
24-bits images, we will be able to keep 3 bits of in-
formation in each pixel. Consequently, in a typical
picture of 640× 480 pixels, 115200 bytes of data can
be hidden. On average, only half of the bits in an im-
age will need to be modified to hide a secret message
using the maximal cover size. The resulting changes
that are made to the least-significant bits are too small
to be recognized by the human eye, so the message is
effectively hidden. From the point of view of security,
we remark that the LSB with pass phrase algorithm
provides minimal security by XORing each data byte
with the pass phrase.
The advantage of using a steganographic function
based on a LSB embedding technique is its simplicity,
so many others functions or software use these func-
tions (see [5]). Besides, we get that only a slight mod-
ification of the image is produced. The drawbacks ap-
pear when we consider the robustness or other secu-
rity issues because of the weakness of these methods.
As we will see, the applications we are considering
for this system are not related to watermarking or fin-
gerprinting, where the lack of robustness will produce
a dramatic effect on the effectiveness. Other nega-
tive aspect we must consider is that LSB algorithms
changes statistics in the image; as a consequence of
this, it is relatively easy to detect hidden data.
Respect to the email options, we have imple-
mented five utilities, which are: ask for image, an-
swer image, receive images, receive and open image
and send the open image. The option ask for image
ask for somebody to send us images in order to hide
information in them. To use this option, we need to
know the host name of the machine of the receiver.
The email we send has the HTML format. The util-
ity answer image permit us to send images to users
who previously have requested images from us. In
this case, it is necessary to know the host name of the
sender (our host) and the host name of the receiver.
The quantity of files we can send is restricted to two
(in every mail). With the utility receive images we will
receive all the images corresponding to the requesting
we have done before. The images are saved in our
hard disk. The utility receive and open image is use-
ful for receiving all the images from our requesting,
but adds a new feature, opening the last one. The util-
ity send the open image permits us to send the image
we are working with, in such a way that we do not
need to save it previously in the hard disk.
Last, the program has a configuration panel,
where we can specify the different paths for the files
of the program and for the web browser. This is nec-
essary when we need to consult the help.
3 Applications and examples
Steganography can be a solution which makes it pos-
sible to send news and information without being cen-
sored and without the fear of the messages being in-
tercepted and traced back to you. When we think
about steganography applications, we usually think in
situations in which people wish to keep a confiden-
tial communication, that is, secret communications.
Many times, transmitting a cryptographic message at-
tracts undesirable attention. Steganography provides
a method to hide the covert information. So, secrets or
other sensitive data can be transmitted without alert-
ing attackers. In copyright protection, watermarking
and fingerprinting need to be embedded in a way that
is not obvious and is robust, thus steganography is of-
ten the process used. In feature tagging, we have that
captions, annotations, time stamps, and other descrip-
tive elements can be inserted inside an image.
While sending messages can be useful, it is also
possible to simply use steganography to store infor-
mation on a location. We have already made the com-
ment that, in some situations, we can exploit the ne-
cessity to communicate images with someone to em-
bed information in such images. The reason to hide
the information may be that the hidden data are confi-
dential or may be simply that we do not want to cause
any visible distortion in the image. Obviously, an em-
bedding distortion is introduced when we insert ad-
ditional information in the host image, but this is not
perceptible.
For example, related to medical activities, we
have some environments where images and comments
about them are transmitted and stored. These pairs are
usually separated, what can lead to dangerous situa-
tions. We can use a system like the one we are pre-
senting to link the comments with the images, so it
is possible to avoid undesired situations or misunder-
standings. We think about the possibility to embed the
case history of the patients in their digitalized X-ray
images. We hide the information in the X-ray image
and any apparent distortion is introduced, with the ad-
vantage that, after a long time, we have the comments
or case history at the moment where the X-ray image
was taken. Moreover, the characteristics of the system
implemented allow us to send and receive medical in-
formation at the moment with the images, where the
users are now doctors, hospitals, and so on. We can
see in Fig. 2 an X-ray image, where we can hide some
medical or personal information of the patient.
In business finance, short-term financial opera-
tions are closely involved with the financial planning
and control activities of a firm. These include finan-
cial ratio analysis, profit planning, financial forecast-
ing, and budgeting. We think in a consulting firm
for investors, or a company which dedicates to pro-
vide people information about stock markets. The
customers may be classified in some levels, accord-
ing to the level of information they are going to re-
ceive. The firm can send periodically information to
the customers about the best inversions they can do.
This information can be send by means of images and
using an environment like te one we propose.
Another application we want to discuss now is re-
lated with the banking sector. In a recently published
paper (see [4]), we implement an algorithm to hide in-
formation in binary images and an application to em-
bed data in digitalized signatures is considered. Now,
we consider a new application in the same area. To
begin with, we pay attention to a notice in the United
States saying that the ”Check Clearing for the 21st
Century Act (Check 21 Act)”, signed into law on Oc-
tober, 2003, will become effective on October, 2004.
The objective of this law is to facilitate check trun-
cation and electronic check exchange, so authorizes a
new negotiable instrument called a substitute check.
The term substitute check means a paper reproduction
of the original check that
1. contains an image of the front and back of the
original check,
2. bears a MICR line containing all the informa-
tion appearing on the MICR line of the original
check, except as provided under generally ap-
plicable industry standards for substitute checks
to facilitate the processing of substitute checks,
3. conforms, in paper stock, dimension, and oth-
erwise, with generally applicable industry stan-
dards for substitute checks,
4. is suitable for automated processing in the same
manner as the original check.
We can see a complete description of the law
and some links related with it in the web page
www.federalreserve.gov/paymentsystems
/truncation/ default.htm, where some ad-
ditional information regarding Check 21 can be down-
loaded.
The opinion of the Federal Reserve Board the pro-
posed legislation should permit banks to use substitute
checks to collect and return checks more quickly and
to reduce the banking industry’s reliance on the phys-
ical transportation of checks. An extended comment
about this notice is that while most banks already have
prepared some version of check scanning, they may
need to upgrade the equipment to achieve the high-
resolution images needed for exchanging data with
other banks. Here, we want to emphasize this point;
electronic commerce is changing the way in which
banks and costumers interact and transact. The vast
growth potential for e-commerce in the banking and
financial services industry is tempered by legitimate
concerns over the security of such a system. The
Check 21 Act suggest us the necessity to communi-
cate images through the net.
The system we propose in this paper can be use-
ful for these purposes of communicating substitutes
checks (really, we are dealing with digitalized im-
ages). Besides, what may be more relevant, we can
add some information inside the scanned images of
the check. For example, we can include in the image
personal or confidential information about the cus-
tomer. In Fig. 3, we can see an image of the pro-
gram. In the working area, we have an image of a
check where we have hidden an identification num-
ber. The process of hiding the information is absolute
fast; we have no waiting time. Think about the possi-
bilities a system like this allows us, in the sense that
it permits several banks be in touch sending and re-
ceiving digitalized images of checks with personal or
confidential information in them.
Fig. 4 shows the program with other image of
a check in the working area. Now, we have embed
more information in the image. In this case, we have
include the address and identification number of one
of the authors. As we see, no distortion is observed in
the image.
4 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we expose a system to communicate hid-
den information among different users by mean of im-
ages. The system have been tested for images of dif-
ferent sizes and with different luminance and bright-
ness levels and the results lead us to conclude that we
have a simple and quick tool to insert information in
any image in GIF or JPG format. We are working in
order to modify the steganographic framework. The
function used to perform the steganographic tasks is
based on LSB algorithm. The using of LSB meth-
ods to hide the data produce no visual distortion in the
host image and provides us very fast times to perform
the task. But some disadvantages must be considered.
First, these methods are sensitive to attacks that sim-
ply add noise over the image. Secondly, they does not
survive lossy saving, such as in the well known JPG
format. The idea is to improve the algorithms used
with the aim to reach higher security levels.
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Figure 2: An X-ray image in the working area of the program.
Figure 3: A screen of the program with the image
of a check in the working area with embedded in-
formation.
Figure 4: A screen of the program with the image
of a check in the area work with hidden data.
